Learning Is

Hands-on foundational workshops
designed to build teacher confidence
for integrating an iPad with their
teaching strategies

Workshops
In January 2013 we embark on a
professional development journey
beginning with iPad 101 and continuing to Creativity,
Productivity and Instruction with an iPad.

Our Team
Come from diverse teaching, technology, design and leadership backgrounds.
We bring innovative thinking, a solution-focused perspective, teaching and
leadership experience to our workshops.

Our hands-on foundational workshops will build teacher
confidence in the application of an iPad in Learning;
supporting teachers to integrate an iPad into their teaching
strategies.
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1.

January 15

101

This introductory workshop
explores basic navigation,
native apps and the
accessibility features of an
iPad. You will learn how
an iPad can be used as a
personal tool for teaching
and will personalise learning
with relevant creativity and
productivity apps, iTunes U
and other resources to enhance
teaching and learning.

2.

January 17

Creativity
This foundations workshop
will develop your fundamental
skills with the iOS creativity
apps briefly explored in iPad
101. You will experience the
ways these iLife apps (iPhoto,
GarageBand, iMovie) can be
used in teaching and learning
and will learn how to create
and share multimedia journals,
slideshows and storybooks,
different types of audio
recordings, podcasts and
movies.

3.

4.

January 18

January 19

This foundations workshop
will develop your fundamental
skills with the iOS productivity
apps briefly explored in iPad
101. You will experience
the ways these iWork
apps (Keynote, Pages, and
Numbers) can be used in
teaching and learning and
will learn how to create and
share content by making a
multimedia presentation, a
brochure or newsletter, and a
data analysis and presentation.

This workshop will examine
how to enact Marzano’s ten
design questions for the Art
and Science of Teaching using
the iPad. You will explore
how the iPad can enhance
application of this model and
the design questions.

Productivity

Instruction

Register
Here

Workshop Details

Workshop Inclusions

Time: 9am - 4pm, Venue: To be confirmed
Participants: Maximum 20 persons from related
educational fields; minimum of 10 persons
Cost: $149per person per session, Two sessions for $269pp.
Three sessions for $339pp, Four sessions for $399pp.
All prices inclusive of GST.
Registration: Online at http://learningis.com.au/register
Questions: Please contact us

• All sessions include private use of an iPad for the entire session
• Morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea
• Take home package including session summary, helpful links
and recommended apps
• Access to an online space after the workshop where you can
connect with participants and facilitators

